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Cramped meaning in oxford dictionary

in German in Chinese (traditional) in Japanese in French in Arabic in Arabic in Indonesian in Thai in Thai in Polish in Malay in Korean in Korean in Chinese (simplified) in Italian in Spanish 痙攣.抽筋 (常出現在量運動後), 限制.束縛, 阻礙.妨礙... See more cramps, entasser, guner... See more kshe, nakpat,
constrained... See more krampe, press sammen, ligge en damper pe... See more kejang, menjejali, membatasi ... See more ตะคริว, ถูกอัดแน น, จํากัด... See more chuột, bị chuột, cản trở... See more kejang otot, bersak, mengadcan ... See more der Crumpf, Einzwengen, hem... See more krampe, tvinge
/press sammen, rear ... See more 痉挛.抽筋 (常出现在量运动后), 限制.束缚, 阻碍.妨碍... See more cramps, stipare, limitare ... See more kalambre, kalambre (male)... Read more in German in Chinese (traditional) in Japanese in French in French in Arabic in Indonesian in Thai in Thai in French in German
in Portuguese (simplified) in Italian in Russian in 狹⼩的, 狹窄的, 受空間 (或時間)限制的... See more kyoc, gifts, gift... See more and l'troit, exigu, serr... See more tasnan, Nastasnan, Nasmaran... See more trange, sn're, gnidret ... See more padat, berhimpitan, terhimpit... See more ที่คับแคบ, อึดอัด, ที่อาน
ยาก... More chật chội, t-tang, đọc... See more st'oczony, ciasny ... See more sempit, tersepit, halus dan ravat ... See more d'rlige, trange, smale... See more apertado, exio, limitado... See more 狭⼩的, 狭窄的, 受空间 (或时间)) 限制的... See more angusto, rubto, sofocante... See more angosto, Estrecho,
Apretado... See more on the full stretch1C part of your body is completely expanded. Behind the wheel was a short figure, hands on full stretch'in the first match in Bombay, Jonty Rhodes carried two runs and took three catches, one of which was taken on a full stretch, a body at least four feet off the
ground. I turned around and saw another security guard coming towards me with your hands on full stretch. The rower drops the paddle into the water spiraling forward with his hands on full stretch. I fell on the now still fans, feeling terrified when I accidentally stepped on Ian's lifeless arm, then dangled
myself on a full stretch and fell with a heavy knock to the floor. It could have been worse - Fettis produced a fine one-handed save at full stretch to turn away from a fierce Kevin Evans volley - and half-time could not come soon enough for City. It looked an unpromising situation until the young striker
produced overhead kick that had Bryn Halliwell at full stretch to turn the ball away. It looked like a definite winner, but Freestone once again produced an incredible shot to push the danger away from the full stretch. It was particularly rough on Halliwell, who moments earlier had been on full stretch to hold
Hugh Robertson's 18-yard free-kick, which looked destined for the bottom right side of the corner. I often have to work more than twenty hours on stretch'There the possibility of continuous rain lashing the city for 10 hours or more on the site at least twice during this period. No one noticed that I had not
eaten for eighteen or twenty hours on the site. At two points during my mission, I will wear blood pressure monitors on my hand and fingers for twenty-four hours at the station. In addition to the 18 hours a week she spends riding and lifting weights, she builds her own trails, working with a shovel and
pickaxe for six hours on the site. Of O'Hanlon, who pays 50 pounds a day for the privilege, they expect nothing other than that he will stay in his bunk while they work, up to 30 hours or more on the site. There are frequent outages, travel generators, and it should come as no surprise to everyone that
these are not rich areas that have to do without electricity for eight hours on the site. There are moments I practiced 10-11 hours on the station. For those who prefer to wear jeans for long hours on the stretch, or wear a pair for a few days during a hike or getaway, a comfort fit or relaxed fit can be much
more comfortable than a conventional fit or narrowed fit. In addition, interns in hospitals often fade to work more than 30 hours on the site - without any real sleep breaks. And over the next few days, the exhausted scientist slept almost 24 hours a day, for months, when he often worked 36 hours on the
site.'2In celsiy, with difficulty or in extreme circumstances. It targets one age group, adults, or, on the precinct, business studies students' Mr Holt said that on the site, local authorities can cope with the Lockerbie disaster. Now, if it wasn't, we would have done one of three things: moved to another place
with a better primary, fiddled the system to get her to a good school in another catchment area or, on the plot, went private. His flexibility extends to his passengers too: he is capable of seating three people comfortably and four on the stretch, and is designed to make the point that it's wasteful to own a
bigger car when a smaller one will do.'One can, on the stretch, defend Moore, saying that while he might think the average Joe puts himself at greater risk by owning a gun trained bodyguards who undoubtedly know how to use them make people safer. It would be possible, on the site, the site, that there
are so few prisoners who may be interested in voting that allowing voters for those who care will not make any difference to any single election. Instead, the prevailing sense of forestism is to be in a high barn or, on the plot, a medieval large hall. From what I understand, she was born in India and didn't
come here until she was 14, so even on the plot we can't claim that she was Scottish born and raised. Don't get me wrong - I'm all for posthumanity, and thus on the site of prehumanity how to build. However, on the plot, your verse reads like a kind of continuous narrative about yourself.'by not a plot of
imagination To emphasize that something is definitely wrong. On no stretch of the imagination Karl can ever be called good''We have not seen the best of him, not any plot of imagination, because he still has to get more match fitness and much more comfortable. It wasn't perfect, of course - not any
stretch of imagination. Wood rejected this notion when he wrote about Dahl: Although there was a large fire, it was limited, and in no way could the imagination be associated with a forest fire. Given these circumstances, no one could claim that the decision to accept the cheque was a decision that the
sailors made on their own will and choice. The birds almost lifted the spirits, but their connection can be described not by a plot of imagination as a song, sounding more like a smoke alarm running out of battery. The downside of vision is that no area of imagination can claim to be representative of any
other parent. But on no part of the imagination these errors can be described as gross negligence. The number of consultants available is not any stretch of the imagination meeting demand. His name is nowhere to be found in the text of the article, and it is not any plot of the imagination attack piece.
They're not on any stretch of the imagination part of the calorie-controlled diet.'stretch your feet for a short walk, sitting in one place for some time. There is an hour-long stop in Sudbury for everyone to stretch their legs'What a junior lot should remember that there is no question of sitting and stretching
your legs at any given time. Trying to make a small conversation, I watch him pull his legs, walking between the window and the chair, clutching a pack of cigarettes. Eventually, I'd get off the bus a couple of stops early and go home just to stretch my legs. After lunch, he went for a walk to stretch his legs,
as he usually does, Janice told the New York Times yesterday. Early spring breakers walk on beaches or stretch their legs on Mount Cough. When I woke up, it was dark, but it seemed to me stretching my legs, so I started walking and didn't stop until I reached here. Also, if you spend hours every day in
a chair, make sure you take a break from sitting - walk, stretch your legs, make sure the circulation in your body doesn't become stagnant. I too wanted to stretch my legs and walk a little just to fit in and look just like the rest of the people who crowded around us. When she finished making her sandwich
she decided to go for a walk to stretch her legs while she ate. Throwing them on the bus, she decided to walk and stretch her legs. Since your daughter is one of my regular patients, I'm stretching the dots of 'My companion' in a roasted fillet of wild sea bass with grass vermicelli and confit tomato jus
seemed to pass the gather, though I suspect describing it as a wild point. Of course, young players need much more and better conditioning than club rugby can ever offer them, but to argue that the pinnacle of club play in Scotland has nothing to do with the professional ranks seems to be stretching the
point. While it would be a stretching point to say that the government benefits from the feel-good factor, there is no feelbad factor either. Claiming that the best team lost would be stretching a point, but what is indisputable is that third division Brechin came out of this game with significantly more credit
than Rangers. However, he was stretching the point as Aberdeen showed more composure at key moments of the game. But that really stretches the point to include Heidegger in a book about political correctness. And - stretch the point - there are three exotic takes on Scottish history. Forgive me
stretching the point, but if a regular diner restaurant can be expected to recognize organized crime type, why can't the police? This may be a stretching point, but it highlights how straight the race card numbers are in the current conflict. Call it substantial, however, can be a stretching point - much of this
information exists in other volumes and online.'Old English streccan, of West German origin; associated with Dutch strekken and German strecken. The noun dates back to the late 16th century. Century.
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